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Miracle win offers 
Australian leader
authority,  stability

Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison may
have won more than just another three years in
office for his conservative coalition government.

By winning what was seen as an unwinnable election,
the unexpected leader has cemented his authority over
the Liberal Party, giving him the muscle to end a
decade of instability that has seen a revolving door of
prime ministers.

It was a stunning personal victory for Morrison,
who largely flew solo during campaign as senior minis-
ters stayed close to home to defend seats thought to
be at risk. “It was a one-man show. There will be much
written about this in the years to come,” Haydon
Manning, a professor of political science at Flinders
University, told Reuters. “He delivered the victory
against the odds.”

Morrison became prime minister as a compromise
candidate after a right-wing faction ousted Malcolm
Turnbull as Liberal Party leader last August. The result-
ing Liberal-National coalition was behind in every
opinion poll - including an exit poll on Saturday - since
Morrison took over, with voters angry at Turnbull’s
ouster and frustrated by a perceived lack of action over
climate change and a dearth of fresh polices.

But Morrison on Saturday defied those odds, secur-
ing re-election in what he described as a miracle. The
coalition is on course to win a third term either with
the support of independents or through an outright
majority. After a decade of political turmoil that saw
both Labor and the coalition depose several prime
ministers, changes Morrison introduced last year mean
that it is now very difficult for his party to remove him
now that he has won an election.

Aspiration message
The secret of Morrison’s success, lawmakers, elec-

tion strategists and analysts say, was twofold. First, he
could see a path to victory through target areas such
as the urban fringes of Queensland state, where he
won enough seats to offset expected swings against
the government in city-based seats. And he was able to
frame the ballot as a contest between him and Labor
leader Bill Shorten, whose reform agenda was por-
trayed by the government as at odds with Australian
aspirations.

“Morrison’s biggest asset was Bill Shorten. He made
the election a personal contest and in the end, the peo-
ple never liked or trusted Shorten,” John Hewson, for-
mer leader of Australia’s Liberal Party, told Reuters.
Hewson now shares a connection with Shorten: as
Liberal leader in opposition in 1993, he similarly lost
what was considered an unloseable election after
releasing a detailed and comprehensive tax reform
policy well ahead of the vote.

In this weekend’s election, Labor proposed remov-
ing two generous tax concessions enjoyed primarily by
older, wealthy Australians. But rather than winning
favor with younger voters, the policies become the tar-
get of Morrison’s campaign, fostering suspicion of
Labor.  Morrison - who centered his campaign on his
government’s economic credentials - used Labor’s tax
proposals as evidence that the opposition was “coming
after your money”. A Labor strategist said the govern-
ment successfully cobbled together a coalition of sup-
port among voters in urban fringes and rural town-
ships. “They won a lot of voters from older Australians
with its attacks about a retirement tax. But we lost
votes from younger people that we didn’t expect,” said
the strategist, who declined to be named as he is not
authorized to talk to the media. “We didn’t do enough
to talk about jobs for these people in these regions.”

Shortly after the first vote counts were released on
Saturday evening, it was clear a shock was in the
works. Although Morrison’s support for the mining
industry was expected to deliver victories in the north
of Queensland, a state where coal is a major employer,
victories in the outer suburbs in the south of the state
belied exit polls. On Saturday, Morrison embarked on a
last-ditch visit to the southern island state of Tasmania
before flying back to his Sydney electorate to vote.
That bore fruit, with the government’s winning two
seats in Tasmania from Labor that may help deliver an
outright majority. Morrison was also able to limit
swings against the government in Victoria, seen as the
major weak spot after a stinging rejection of the
Liberal Party at state elections in November.

In rural areas, the National Party comfortably fend-
ed off what were expected to be strong challenges
from independent candidates after the party had lost
safe seats in state elections. Throughout the campaign,
Morrison continued to privately stress that a victory
was possible, Treasurer Josh Frydenberg said on
Sunday. But he often seemed alone in that belief. “I
have to say, until it happened, I didn’t think it would
happen,” Liberal Senator Arthur Sinodinos said on
ABC TV late on Saturday night. — Reuters

Rahul Gandhi, vying to become the latest prime min-
ister from India’s most famous dynasty, has worked
hard to shed his image as an entitled footloose

princeling and political lightweight. But the great-grand-
son, grandson and son of three past premiers of the
world’s biggest democracy still faces a tough task beating
Prime Minister Narendra Modi in the elections.

No relation to independence hero Mahatma Gandhi,
Rahul was born in 1970 when his grandmother Indira
Gandhi-daughter of India’s first prime minister, Jawaharlal
Nehru-was premier. In 1984, Indira was shot dead by her
Sikh bodyguards and she was succeeded by her son Rajiv
Gandhi, Rahul’s father. Rajiv was himself assassinated in
1991 by a Tamil suicide bomber when Rahul was 20.

Rahul was enrolled at Harvard but dropped out after a
year, following his father’s death. He later graduated from
Rollins College, Florida and in 1994 earned a master’s
degree from Cambridge. While in his 20s, he lived in
London, where he worked at a management consultancy
for a time. His Italian-born mother Sonia Gandhi, widow of
Rajiv, took charge of the Congress party in 1998 before
handing over the reins to Rahul, her first-born, in 2017.

‘Empty suit’ 
Ten years earlier, in 2007, leaked US diplomatic cables

said Rahul was viewed as an “empty suit” and “light-

weight”, with little known about his political beliefs-if he
had any. But by 2009, the US assessment was now that
Gandhi sounded like a “practiced politician who knew how
to get his message across and... was comfortable with the
nuts and bolts of party organization and vote counting”.
“He was precise and articulate and demonstrated a mas-
tery that belied the image some have of Gandhi as a dilet-
tante,” a leaked cable by senior US diplomat Peter
Burleigh said. After Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
crushed Congress at the 2014 election, Gandhi set about
reviving and rejuvenating the party, while keeping older
hands onside.

A speech in the lower house last year drew widespread
applause and forced political pundits to take notice. He end-
ed it by giving an uncomfortable-looking Modi a surprise
hug. He has also, in contrast to the Hindu nationalist Modi,
reached out to Muslim voters and stressed his secular cre-
dentials, and also to women, promising to bring legislation
setting aside seats in parliament for them. Last December,
Congress secured victory in three key state elections,
including in Modi’s northern Indian “cow belt” heartland,
suddenly making Gandhi look like a serious contender.

‘Not foolish’ 
During the campaign for the election-which wraps up

on Sunday, with results four days later-Gandhi has

attacked Modi’s record on farmers, jobs and his close ties
to business. “Across India, people are frustrated and angry.
Mr Modi is attempting to use hyper-nationalism to divert
the attention of the people,” he said in a recent interview
to the Kolkata-based Telegraph newspaper. 

“But the people of India are not foolish. They can see
through this game,” he said. Election adverts show him
hugging an emaciated peasant woman, while Gandhi’s left-
ist manifesto pledges to end abject poverty by 2030 and
give cash transfers to 50 million families. But tea-seller’s
son Modi is no pushover, using traditional and social
media, as well as tub-thumping speeches, to dominate the
headlines. Modi has capitalized on India and Pakistan’s tit-
for-tat airstrikes in February to appear as the patriotic
“chowkidar” (watchman) of India.

Gandhi’s attempts to score points with allegations of
dodgy dealings related to India’s purchase of Rafale jets
from France have also failed to stick with voters in a big
way, opinion polls have suggested. And at the same time,
Modi seldom misses an opportunity to contrast his own
humble beginnings with his silver-spoon adversary, derid-
ing Gandhi as “shahzada” (crown prince). Gandhi “appears
to be clinging to the socialist ideas of his grandmother and
doesn’t realize that people have changed, that even the
poor have changed”, Parsa Venkateshwar Rao, a veteran
journalist and political commentator said. — AFP 

Rahul Gandhi: Destiny’s child or an ‘empty suit’?

Indian National Congress Party president Rahul Gandhi (center) and Priyanka Gandhi Vadra (centre right) gesture to supporters on Rahul’s visit to file his candidacy nomination in
Kalpetta town in the Wayanad region of southern Kerala state. — AFP 

Poor boy Modi 
becomes India’s 
nationalist 
powerhouse

Stern, sharp and shrewd, Narendra Modi fought
his way off the streets to become one of India’s
most popular and polarizing prime ministers.

There is no middle ground between admirers and
adversaries of the man-now running for a second term-
who helped his father run a railway station tea stall
before launching his career in nationalist politics. The
68-year-old makes much of his humble roots while
unashamedly portraying himself as the tough guy pro-
tecting India’s national security and Hindu values,
pressing its claims to be the world’s rising power.

Doubts have been expressed over his economic
reforms and businesses still complain about the sudden
cancellation of high-value banknotes in 2016 in a bid to
combat the black-market economy.  But little mud has
stuck and few dispute that “NaMo”, as he is known,
drives India’s national agenda while expertly baiting
neighboring Pakistan and the opposition Congress par-
ty, especially its leader Rahul Gandhi. And audiences
love the Modi spectacle. His Twitter following of more
than 46 million makes him one of the world’s most-
tracked leaders.

With his neat white beard and a vast collection of
headgear, Modi regales rallies with stories of how he is
“a son of soil”, contrasting himself with Gandhi as a
spoiled member of the dynasty that has dominated
India since independence seven decades ago. “They
dislike me because of my humble origins. Can a party
stoop so low?” he said at one event. “Yes, a person
belonging to a poor family has become prime minister.
They do not fail to hide their contempt for this fact.
Yes, I sold tea, but I did not sell the nation.”

‘Mr 56 inch’ 
Narendra Damodardas Modi is said to have joined

the Hindu hardline Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
(RSS) nationalist group at the age of eight and left
home as a teenager, abandoning a marriage arranged
by his family, to become an RSS activist. An assiduous-
ly hard worker, Modi rose through the ranks of the RSS
and its partner Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) to become
chief minister of his Gujarat home state in 2001.

Bolstering the Gujarat economy and espousing out-
spoken nationalist causes provided the launchpad for
him to lead the BJP into the 2014 general election. The
country was seduced by his story and the party won
the biggest landslide in India’s history, decimating
Congress. Modi is not without shadows in his history
and chinks in his communications defenses. After a
train carrying Hindu pilgrims caught fire killing about
60 people in 2002, riots broke out that left at least
1,000 people, mainly Muslims, dead. Modi was
accused of complicity in stirring up the riots but two
courts found there was no case to answer.

Sometimes Modi’s comments come back to haunt
him. While campaigning in 2014 he claimed to have a
56-inch muscle man’s chest to make tough decisions.
His opponents and comedians still mock him as “Mr
56 inch”. Journalists have a difficult time as Modi has
never given a press conference as prime minister
and critics say his rare television interviews are
carefully stage-managed. Rahul Gandhi regularly
hits out at what he calls Modi’s “autocratic backlash”
since taking power.

‘Nehruvian touch’ 
“Mr Modi believes that he is the lord of India, just

like the British believed,” Gandhi said. “He can brush
aside the Supreme Court, he can extort any amount of
money he wants from any corporate, he can go and
brush aside the Election Commission.” Modi’s person-
alised politics will be the “defining” issue of the Indian
election, even his party admits, while many experts say
that Modi is carrying his party through this election.
“Take away Modi and 90 percent of the speeches of
the opposition leaders would be over,” Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley told the Indian Express in an
interview.

Modi can be compared to India’s founding prime
minister Jawaharlal Nehru in his ability to dominate the
conversation, according to Harsh Pant, an international
relations professor at King’s College in London. “Modi
dominates the message in an extraordinary way,” said
Pant. “The young follow him because of his story, ‘If I
made it, then so can you’. He has the Nehruvian touch.”
“Normally there is a strong anti-incumbency side to
Indian politics, but there is no sign that people are
withdrawing from him.” Pant and others say, however,
that Modi’s real impact will only be revealed if he can
secure and complete a second term in power. — AFP 

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi takes part in a
press conference in New Delhi. — AFP 

Fear of change: 
Negative politics 
wins Australia poll 

Australia’s conservative government held on to power at
national elections thanks to a highly effective negative
campaign warning voters against the centre-left Labor

Party’s large policy reform agenda, analysts said yesterday.
Labor led every opinion poll in the two years prior to Saturday’s
election but fell well short of a parliamentary majority after the
vote, in a surprise result for the ruling Liberal-National coali-
tion. Analysts said opposition leader Bill Shorten’s unpopularity
with voters and his struggle to explain the party’s complex tax
policies were used by Prime Minister Scott Morrison to devas-
tating effect.

Labor’s failure also reflected a broader trend across Western
societies of voter cynicism towards bold policy platforms, said
Australian National University senior fellow Mark Kenny. “I
think we’re in an age where it is very difficult to communicate
big ideas and to sell imagery,” Kenny told AFP, adding that
right-wing populists around the world had been successful in
invoking nostalgia and anxiety over the future to win elections.

“It’s quite hard to run a change or proposed change and to
inspire the imaginations of voters and hold that against a very
spirited and surgical scare campaign.”

Morrison successfully cast Labor’s proposals - particularly
on removing tax concessions and tackling climate change - as
too risky and damaging to household finances at a time when
the national economy was slowing down. “He fought an
absolutely masterful negative campaign against Shorten and
Labor,” La Trobe University fellow Tony Walker said. The gov-
ernment’s anti-Shorten slogans focused on hip pocket issues,
such as “The Bill Australia Can’t Afford”, which appeared to
have resonated with voters while Labor failed to make the case
for change.

Battleground state 
Morrison’s campaign was particularly effective in

Queensland, a battleground state that swung in favor of the
government and where Labor’s perceived urban bias rankled
with regional and rural voters. Voters in the state’s mining towns,
already angry with delays in the approval of a major India-
backed coal mine promising thousands of jobs, did not warm to
Labor’s big climate action plans and lukewarm commitment to
the project.

“It seemed there was... sometimes mixed messaging about
how much they supported it and I think that’s come home to
roost,” University of Queensland politics expert Chris Salisbury
told AFP. “The regions in Queensland are desperate for eco-
nomic and employment opportunities and (voters believed) that
the coalition was better placed to secure those opportunities.”
Labor blamed its Queensland collapse on mining magnate Clive
Palmer’s estimated Au$60 million ($41 million) spend on election
advertising. While Palmer himself failed to secure an upper
house Senate seat, support for his party and the anti-immigra-
tion One Nation boosted the government’s vote thanks to
Australia’s complex preferential voting system. Unlike Labor, the
coalition campaigned on almost no new policies. Analysts say
the fallout from the shock outcome could lead future political
campaigns to shun bold or big ideas. “It’ll be damaging if parties
can only operate in a safe zone that they think isn’t going to
offend the electorate,” Salisbury said. — AFP 


